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Distance Learning at the Cleveland Museum of Art 

Discovering Art of the Late 19th and Early 20th Centuries: Modernism 
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Teacher note: 
Please have students bring pencil and photocopies of “The sound of foot steps…” paper to the distance 
learning program.  They will be asked to participate in written activities during the lesson. 
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Teacher Information Guide 
 

Distance Learning at the Cleveland Museum of Art 
 

 Modernism: Discovering Art of the Late 19th and Early 20th Centuries 
 

Grades 9-12 
 

 
Program Objectives:  
1. During the period of Modernism (1880-1940), the artistic viewpoint changes from representing the 

way the world looks to the way the world feels. 
2. A search for identity occurs; artists attempt to define themselves personally by exploring a variety 

of forms of expression, and also attempt to define themselves globally as citizens of particular 
nations 

3. Art often reveals an artist’s response to the cultural environment within which he or she lives, i.e. 
political, technological and social and developments. 

 
Fauvism, Cubism, de Stijl, Surrealism and other selected movements in early 20th century art are 
introduced through the Museum’s collection. Explore the visual innovations of artists such as Matisse, 
Picasso, Mondrian and Miró in a period marked by the primacy of personal expression over a realistic 
rendering of the world.  
 
Optional French language presentation available by request. 
 
 
National Education Standards: 
For Fine Arts - Visual Arts (grades 9-12): 

• Understanding and Applying Media, Techniques, and Processes 

• Choosing and Evaluating a Range of Subject Matter, Symbols, and Ideas 

• Understanding the Visual Arts in Relation to History and Cultures  

• Making Connections Between Visual Arts and Other Disciplines  

For Language Arts - English (grades K-12): 

• Reading for Perspective  

• Reading for Understanding 

• Evaluation Strategies 

• Communication Skills 

• Communication Strategies 

• Applying Knowledge 
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• Multicultural Understanding 

For Social Sciences – World History (grades 5-12):        

• Era 8: A Half-Century of Crisis and Achievement, 1900-1945 

For Language Arts – Foreign Languages (grades K-12):                        * if presented in French 

• Communication  

• Cultures  

• Connections  

• Comparisons  

 
 
Prerequisite Activities:   
For the Students (choose one): 
1. Students should become generally familiar with political, industrial, and social events  

c. 1890-1940 in Europe and the U.S.  They could create timelines of the period, based on  
topics such as technology (listing inventions developed during this time period), or politics (listing 
relevant wars), etc.  The years encompassed could be divided among the students, making the 
completion of the project a group effort; or each student could be asked to choose approximately 5 
objects, events, etc. to contribute to the timeline. 

 
2.  Art Projects [choose one]:  Students will bring the finished project into class for the Distance  
     Learning lesson (size should be considered). 

a. Create a Cubist image: 
Have students assemble still life objects (such as a book, flowers, CD, sports 
equipment, any objects of interest) to create a Cubist collage.  Use a variety of materials 
(such as newspaper, magazine pages, construction paper, fabric, etc.) cut into pieces and 
glue them down to recreate still life arrangements on a larger sheet of paper.  Keep in mind 
that the forms in Cubist works are broken up/abstracted and that several sides of an object 
are visible simultaneously.  Students may also want to consider that the materials they use 
may relate to the objects they are recreating. (Example: using pieces of paper from the 
sports page to recreate athletic equipment, gardening articles to recreate floral images, etc).  
Two examples of Cubist works by Picasso have been included, which you may want to 
show the students as models.   

b. Create a Surrealist collage: 
Students can experience the Surrealist notion of “chance” and its impact on works of art by 
taking random pieces of newspaper, construction paper, etc. and  
simply dropping them onto a larger sheet of paper.  Students should glue the pieces down 
wherever they fall.  When the students are finished, they should try to interpret the image 
that was formed through this act of “chance.”  Try hanging the finished work from different 
angles: from the top, from the bottom, sideways, etc.  Notice how this artwork changes 
when it is hung from a different angle. 
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Selected Vocabulary: (please make sure students are familiar with these terms) 
 
Abstract: The essence of the object -- not an exact imitation of its appearance in nature -- is depicted 
in such a way that even though its form has been distorted the object can still be recognized to various 
degrees.   
 
Analytical Cubism:  The earliest stage of cubism, this term is applied to constructions of intersecting 
planes that show different aspects of the same object simultaneously, using overlapping, and facetted 
planes created with subdued colors. 
 
Automatism:  Free association captured in writing or drawing with the “automatic” use of a pencil or 
paint brush without rational control. 
 
 
Chance: Unexpected, random, or unpredictable events. 
 
Collage:  A composition made by pasting together various materials, such as newspaper, wallpaper, 
printed text, illustrations, photographs, and cloth, on a flat surface. 
 
Dada:  An artistic movement in the early 20th century in which artists shared theories and ideas, not 
similar styles.  Based on their negative experiences with the war and its resulting cultural chaos, these 
artists rejected order and formality in their work, making social comments about their artistic 
predecessors and contemporary culture. 
 
Decalcomania:  A technique in which ink or paint is placed on the inside crease of a piece of paper 
that has been folded in half.  The paper is then re-folded and the crease rubbed to create a symmetrical 
image on both halves of the paper. 
 
Fauvism:  An artistic style employing simplified forms and bright, intense colors for personal 
expression.  Henri Matisse (1869-1954) and other early 20th century artists were associated with this 
style. 
 
Frottage:  A technique in which rubbings are made over textures to create patterns. 
 
Hue:  The name of a color.  (Red, blue, and green are hues, for example.) 
 
Irony:  The use of words to convey the opposite of their intended meaning; or, an incongruity between 
what might be expected and what actually occurs 
 
Negative space:  Space that surrounds the objects depicted in a work of art. 
 
Non-Objective: A work of art created with color and line, devoid of representational objects.   
 
Pun:  A humorous use of a word involving two interpretations of the meaning. 
 
Representational:  Objects depicted imitate their appearance in nature. 
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Surrealism:  An artistic movement that explored psychic experiences, particularly impacted by 
Freud’s psychoanalytic methods.  Surrealist artists considered conscious and subconscious reality and 
fused it into what they called super reality, or surreality.  They used automatic writing (see 
automatism, below) and chance occurrences to try to consciously recreate subconscious experiences. 
 
Synthetic Cubism:  This term is applied to a later phase of cubism characterized by the combination 
of various materials, strong colors, and painted images in a work that allows for relative freedom of 
expression.  It emphasizes contrasting textures, colors, and forms, the latter of which are usually not as 
fragmented as in Analytical Cubism. 
 
Utopian:  An idealistic goal to create a perfect social and/or political community. 
 
 
Extensions:  Language Arts/Social Studies 
1. Students were introduced to objects from the CMA collection stylistically.  Now have them rethink 

this material.  Each work of art discussed relates to the representation of objects in nature in some 
way.  Using the enclosed images, compare and contrast the way the way the artists chose to 
represent natural objects and/or natural forces (i.e. Picasso abstracts nature, Mondrian tries to 
convey natural forces such as equilibrium, Georgia O’Keeffe uses realism).   

 
2. Writing exercise or class discussion:  Choose one painting from the enclosed images and imagine 

that you have just been to the opening of an art exhibition and have seen a variety of this artist’s 
works and observed viewers’ reactions to them.  Focus on the subject, try to explain it and why the 
artist chose it; also consider why the artist selected the colors and forms used, what the image 
reveals about the artist’s thoughts, and viewers’ reactions to the painting(s), including yours. 

 
3.   Students could research Picasso’s Guernica (1937) and the historical event on which the  

painting is based.  (See http://www.pbs.org/treasuresoftheworld/guernica/gmain.html for image and 
information.) Consider the way the event is represented:  what aspects are obvious? What might 
you expect to see but don’t?  Consider the way forms are presented, the use of color (i.e. lack of), 
emotions conveyed, the type of people represented (mother and child, soldier, etc.) and the other 
objects (broken sword, light bulb [tech.], and the social statement the painting makes about that 
event (the atrocity of war and its impact on innocent victims). 

 
4. Picasso’s Cubist works, as well as later images, not only abstract but also fragment the  
      images.  Discuss the idea of fragmentation in society.  What issues might “fragment” a    
      society?  (War, technology, social status, labor issues).  How are these issues  
      relevant to works of art you’ve studied? 
 
5. Students could watch a TV show or movie and count how long a scene lasts before it changes.  In 

what media venue does this often happen?  (MTV/music videos)  How often and why do these 
changes occur?  How do they affect our perception of the narrative?  How does this relate to 
modern art and modernism? 

 
Additional Resources: 
 
Websites: 

http://www.pbs.org/treasuresoftheworld/guernica/gmain.html
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http://www.sfmoma.org/msoma/ – San Francisco Museum of Modern Art’s “Making Sense of Modern 
Art” 
www.moma.org - Museum of Modern Art 
www.nga.gov – See On Line Tours, Fauves 
www.tamu.edu/mocl/picasso/ -- extensive site about Pablo Picasso 
www.encarta.msn.com – Search:  Surrealism; for Andre Breton’s “What is Surrealism?” 
http://www.stephen.com/mondrimat/ -- create geometric abstractions like Mondrian’s 
 
General sites for key search topics, such as Modernism, Fauvism, Picasso, etc., include: 
 www.encarta.msn.com
 www.arthistory.about.com    
 
Print Material: 
(Note:  The literary works and movies listed below are some of the classics of the modern era.  They 
can enhance the students’ understanding of the period.) 
Stephen Crane, Maggie, Girl of the Streets 
E.L. Doctorow, Ragtime. 
Theodore Dreiser, Sister Carrie. 
Paul Laurence Dunbar, “We Wear the Mask.” 
F. S. Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby. 
E.M. Forster, Howard’s End. 
E. Hemingway, The Sun also Rises, For Whom the Bell Tolls 
Langston Hughes, “The Negro Speaks of Rivers.” 
Carl Sandburg, “Chicago” 
Mark Twain, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Life on the Mississippi. 
Edith Wharton, The House of Mirth, Age of Innocence 
 
For artists’ writings and commentaries on them, see:  H. B. Chipp, Theories of Modern Art. 
 
Audio Visual Material: 
Eisenstein, Sergei.  Potemkin. 
Strand, Paul and Charles Sheeler.  Manhattan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Distance Learning initiatives of the Cleveland Museum of Art are sponsored by a major grant from the Ohio SchoolNet Telecommunity, 
with additional support from the Martha Holden Jennings Foundation and the Ameritech Foundation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sfmoma.org/msoma/
http://www.moma.org/
http://www.nga.gov/
http://www.tamu.edu/mocl/picasso/
http://www.encarta.msn.com/
http://www.stephen.com/mondrimat/
http://www.encarta.com/
http://www.arthistory.about.com/
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Writing About Art 

 
 
Learning to write about art is a helpful tool in understanding it. Once the observer knows what to look 
for in a piece of artwork, it becomes easier to both write about and understand the work. Listed below 
is a guideline that will help you. 
 
 
Questions to ask yourself as you write: 
1. What do you see? What is this picture about? 

People 
Objects 
Scene – time and place 
Action – what is going on ? 
 

2. How is the work made --what materials, tools, or process are used? What elements has the artist 
manipulated? The following list may be helpful. 
Oil, watercolor, pastel, ink, clay 
Palette knife, brush, pen, chalk, etching, screen printing 
Color, light, line, shape, space  
 

3. How does the work make you feel?  
Happy, sad, anxious, angry, nostalgic, adventurous 
Are the brushstrokes rough or smooth, or are they evident at all?  Are the colors hot or cool Is the 
subject matter active or quiet, ? Are the lines flowing, irregular or discontinuous? 
 
In addition to analyzing the work, it is also important to do a little research about the artist such as 

when and where the artist lived. What were some of the things the artist was concerned about and how 
is this apparent in his or her work? Were there things in the artist’s life that inspired him or her? In 
short: 
 
4.  What can you learn about the artist:  

What country is the artist from? 
What can you find out about his or her experiences? 
What ideas or feelings is the artist suggesting? 
 
Finally, play the role of the art critic. Art criticism is based on a number of things. Think, for 

example, about the style the artist is using. You may want to consider the following approaches the 
artist may have taken: 

 
Realism: The artist accurately describes the subject matter – the art looks real. 
Formalism: The artist has experimented with shape, color, space in an unusual way.  
 
 
Now put it all together! You decide - has the artist succeeded in doing what you think he or she 

tried to do? 
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“The Sound of Foot Steps…” In Program Writing Activity  
 
The sound of foot steps could be heard as a creaking door swung open.  Silhouetted in 
the light was . . . .  
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Distance Learning at the Cleveland Museum of Art   Name _____________________ 
Discovering Art of the Late 19th and Early 20th Centuries: Modernism 

Content Comprehension Questionnaire 
 

True or False? 
1.)    T         F   The objects represented in works of art from the Modern period are never recognizable. 
 
2.)    T         F    Modern artists often represented how they felt about the objects they depicted, instead of imitating  
the object’s appearance. 
 
3.)    T         F    Artists who created works in modern styles had no artistic training, that’s why the objects were  
represented with unusual forms and colors.  
 
4.)    T         F    American modernists imitated European artists because they had no interest in developing a  
distinctly American style of art. 
 
Multiple Choice 
1.) So many different styles of art emerged during the period called Modernism because: 
a. artists expressed their individual, personal feelings through art 
b. modern art occurred in many Western countries and artists’ tried to promote nationalistic tendencies 
c. modern politics and technology affected artist’s perception of the world they live in 
d. all of the above 
 
2.) What was one of the primary modes of artistic expression for the Fauves and Die Brucke artists? 
a. collage 
b. intense color 
c. photography 
d. writing  
 
3.) Facetted forms, subdued color, and objects that are difficult to recognize characterize: 
a. Fauvism 
b. Expressionism 
c. Analytical Cubism 
d. Synthetic Cubism 
 
4.) Cezanne’s impact on Cubism was: 
a. his use of subdued color 
b. his reliance on unconscious forces 
c. flattened space and emphasis on formal structure 
d. none of the above 
 
5.) Mondrian created abstract works because: 
a. he couldn’t draw or paint very well 
b. he wanted to create a universal style that all people would understand 
c. he thought works created from pure color and line could express forces in nature 
d. both b and c 
 
6.) What Surrealist technique did the “Exquisite Corpse” activity represent? 
a. frottage 
b. automatism 
c. decalcomania 
d. collage 
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Distance Learning at the Cleveland Museum of Art   Name:  ANSWER KEY 
Discovering Art of the Late 19th and Early 20th Centuries: Modernism 

Content Comprehension Questionnaire Answer Key  
 

True or False? 
1.)    T         F   The objects depicted in works of art from the Modern period are never recognizable. 
 
2.)    T         F    Modern artists often represented how they felt about the objects they depicted, instead of imitating  
the object’s appearance. 
 
3.)    T         F    Artists who created works in modern styles had no artistic training, that’s why the objects were  
represented with unusual forms and colors.  
 
4.)    T         F    American modernists imitated European artists because they had no interest in developing a  
distinctly American style of art. 

 
Multiple Choice 
1.) So many different styles of art emerged during the period called Modernism because: 
a. artists expressed their individual, personal feelings through art 
b. modern art occurred in many Western countries and artists’ tried to promote nationalistic tendencies 
c. modern politics and technology affected artist’s perception of the world they live in 
d. all of the above 
 
2.) What was one of the primary modes of artistic expression for the Fauves and Die Brucke artists? 
a. collage 
b. intense color 
c. photography 
d. writing  
 
3.) Facetted forms, subdued color, and objects that are difficult to recognize characterize: 
a. Fauvism 
b. Expressionism 
c. Analytical Cubism 
d. Synthetic Cubism 
 
4.) Cezanne’s impact on Cubism was: 
a. his use of subdued color 
b. his reliance on unconscious forces 
c. flattened space and emphasis on formal structure 
d. none of the above 
 
5.) Mondrian created abstract works because: 
a. he couldn’t draw or paint very well 
b. he wanted to create a universal style that all people would understand 
c. he thought works created from pure color and line could express forces in nature 
d. both b and c 
 
6.) What Surrealist technique did the “Exquisite Corpse” activity represent? 
a. frottage 
b. automatism 
c. decalcomania 
d. collage 



Images for Modernism:  
Discovering Art of the Late 19th and Early 20th Centuries 

The Cleveland Museum of Art 
 
 

                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Houses of Parliament from Westminster Bridge, Andre 
Derain, 1906.  CMA 1983.67 

Self-Portrait with Hat, Karl Schmidt-
Rottluff, 1919. CMA 1965.440  
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Fan, Salt Box and Melon, Pablo Picasso, 1909. 
CMA 1969.22 

Still Life with Biscuits, Pablo Picasso, 1924.  CMA 1978.45 
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Composition with Red, Yellow, and Blue, 
Piet Mondrian.  1967.215 

White Flower, Georgia O’Keeffe, 1929.  2162.1930 
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